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advanced education—i.e. to destroy the University monopoly
—under the limitation of inspection by State inspectors. The
Churches (Catholic and Protestant) were represented in the
Conseil superieur de P Instruction fublique and in the education
council set up in each Department under the name of Conseil
<£Academic. Any could open a school who had certain diplomas
and so many years' teaching experience; members of religious
orders were dispensed from the possession of a diploma. State
grants could be given to free schools under certain conditions.
As regards elementary education, it confirmed the 1833 arrange-
ment by which municipal councils were free to set up a lay
school or to hand over the teaching to some religious order.
To all but Catholic fanatics the law was not so much a settle-
ment as a surrender. " It is a sacristy law that organizes clerical
despotism and sets up in each parish the priest against the
layman, the spirit of the past against that of the future/' says
La Reforme. It was hailed by many non-Catholic Conservatives
as a signal victory for order and law; even Thiers, the sturdy
Liberal, approved the measure, declaring that " the enemy of
to-day was demagogy and he would not deliver up to that foe
the last remnant of the social order, the Catholic Establishment."
And yet some Catholics were not satisfied. Because the right
of the State to inspect and the need for State diplomas were
maintained, some extremists like Veuillot clamoured against
the law as " consecrating the monopoly of the State in teaching
matters, thanks to the complicity of certain Catholics." x The
effect of the Falloux Law was in fact to split the Catholic party
between those who considered the battle had been won in all
essentials and meant to make the Church enjoy the benefits
of her victory, and a small body who in the middle of the
nineteenth century hankered not only after the establishments
of the ancien regime but after a state of things that would
be possible only in a pre-Reformation country. But of this
more later.
As Seignobos points out,2 the actual effects of the Falloux
' Law settlement were not quite what were anticipated by either
1	Univers, 28th March 1850.
2	In Histoire de France contemporaine, vol. vi.
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